CTV Political
Advertising Guide:
Reaching Voters Effectively
in the Wake of COVID-19
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This election cycle will be unlike any this country has seen when it comes
to connected TV (CTV) viewership, especially given the effects of COVID-19 and shifts
in consumption habits. This influx of people consuming content on a connected device
provides an opportunity for advertisers to capitalize on ad space in the CTV ecosystem at
a scale we’ve never seen before.

What makes this election cycle different?

1/3 of the
electorate can
only be reached
by CTV.1

With more people
at home, CTV
viewership is at an
all-time high. 2

The over-the-top
(OTT) ecosystem has
become significantly
more fragmented.

In addition to the increase in people tuning in to CTV, there are also numerous ways
through which viewers can access content. This means there are more players than ever
across the ecosystem offering inventory, resulting in fragmentation and added layers of
complexity. You must be thoughtful about working with supply-side partners that can
connect you to all the available supply from a single point of access. These players include:

CTV devices

Specific hardware that enables CTV experiences, including smart
TVs, gaming consoles, set-top boxes, and streaming sticks. They most
commonly include a user interface or “storefront” from which a viewer can
access content (e.g. Roku, Chromecast, Apple TV, and Samsung TV Plus).

Virtual multichannel video programming distributors (vMVPDs)

Subscription-based streaming platforms that offer a broad range of
premium video content over the internet. Content typically includes popular
broadcast and cable channels, providing a cable-like experience for a lower
price and without the long-term contracts (e.g. Sling TV, Hulu, DirecTV NOW,
and FuboTV). In response to competition from vMVPDs, and in recognition
of the shift in audience behavior, traditional cable operators now make their
content accessible for subscribers to stream on connected devices.

Direct-to-consumer apps

Often offered directly from programmers. Some are free, while others
require a paid subscription to access the content (e.g. ESPN+, VUDU, and
Outside TV).
*Works cited: 1eMarketer, 2019 and 2Globalwebindex, April 2020
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The diversity of options available is great for consumers, and makes watching CTV
easy and inexpensive. However, there are advertising challenges that come with such a
fragmented ecosystem, including:
Having to work with multiple providers
Frequency capping limitations
Managing and reconciling multiple budget allocations
This is not very efficient and doesn’t allow for effective geo-targeting due to scale
limitations that come with working with many small partners versus one large, experienced
partner, like SpotX.

SpotX provides a single access point to OTT/CTV
inventory at the scale required to segment by
congressional district and voter type.
Because we represent 97% of premium ad-supported OTT providers, we have huge scale,
which is crucial when you are looking to reach specific voters in specific places as we lean
into this election cycle.
AMOUNT OF INVENTORY

Inventory available without data segments layered

Voters
Places

Add political data segments
Add state-level and congressional
district (zip code) segments
Available inventory after
data segments layered

You don’t need to be a data strategy expert to do this, but you will need to work
with a partner that has strong data asset integrations to truly benefit from the
efficiencies of CTV.
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Targeting capabilities
Targeting
CTV targeting capabilities mimic some of what you’re accustomed to in digital media
— device IDs and IP addresses. These capabilities in the online video (OLV) space are
available through VPAID compatibility. It’s important to note that because the CTV
landscape isn’t yet VPAID compatible, cookies are not used within CTV devices.
Linear TV typically allows for targeting on a content alignment, show or network buy, or
daypart basis, with the goal of reaching your target audience based on the content or hour
of the day they might be watching. In contrast, CTV allows you to target the specific voter
and is not reliant on daypart since it is a primetime-all-the-time environment where viewers
can tune in whenever they choose.

Traditional TV

Connected TV

Digital (OLV)

›

Content alignment

›

Device IDs

›

Device IDs

›

Show or network buys

›

IP address

›

IP address

›

Daypart

›

Cookies

Measurement
When it comes to measurement, there are also some nuances in the CTV ecosystem
compared to traditional TV and OLV. Whereas in traditional TV, buyers measure campaign
performance based on panels, CTV allows buyers to measure on an impression-byimpression basis.

Traditional TV

Connected TV

Digital (OLV)

›

Reach

›

Impressions

›

Impressions

›

Frequency

›

›

›

GRPs

Completed view rate
(CVR)

Completed view rate
(CVR)

›

Quartile beacons

›

Quartile beacons
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Data activation
With all these different devices streaming content over the top of traditional broadcasting,
how can advertisers target their intended audience effectively? It’s crucial to work with a
supply partner that’s integrated with the right data providers and has direct connections
with media owners and device manufacturers to be able to offer the scale needed after
data targeting is layered on.

To activate your first-party data (1PD):

SpotX is here to help you seamlessly activate your 1PD that you can then forecast
against to plan your campaigns.
1. What we’ll need from you to build out the deal ID:
a. Your preferred DMP
b. Segment names
c. Segment IDs
2. We’ll use that information to build out a deal and then send you the deal ID.
3. You can then load it into your DSP and start transacting off of it.

To activate third-party data (3PD):

SpotX is also able to integrate any 3PD that you’d like to activate against.
1. What we’ll need from you:
a. Preferred data provider OR
b. Preferred segment information OR
c. Target information and we can recommend a data provider and segment
2. We’ll use that information to build out a deal and then send you the deal ID.
3. You can then load it into your DSP and start transacting off of it.

Some of the data partners we work with:
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Conclusion
This is a groundbreaking election cycle for advertisers. SpotX is here to help you
reevaluate your strategies to optimize your dollars in this ever-changing environment.
We offer a single access point to OTT and CTV inventory at scale coupled with fiercely
loyal, expert service, providing the perfect solution for your ad buying this unprecedented
election cycle.

Interested in learning more? Contact usdf@spotx.tv.
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